
No. 4902HOUSE
By Mr. Mofenson of Newton, petition of David J. Mofenson for

legislation to prohibit the dissemination of hard-core pornographic
materials. The Judiciary.

fEfje Commontoealtt) of fllasgadbusctts

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Four

An Act prohibiting the dissemination of hard-core porno-
graphic MATERIALS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as

follows:

1 Chapter 272 of the General Laws is hereby amended by
2 inserting after section 28H under the caption ANTI HARD-
-3 CORE PORNOGRAPHIC LAW the following nine sections:
4 Section 281. As used in this and the following eight sections
5 the following words shall have the following meanings:
6 A. Hard-core pornographic material is that material, which, in
7 whatever form judging the material taken as a whole,
8 (1) has as its dominant theme in light of contemporary state
9 standards, an appeal to prurient interest in sexual conduct; and

10 (2) depicts or describes sexual conduct, as defined in this Act,
11 in a patently offensive way; and
12 (3) lacks serious literary, artistic, educational, political, enter-
-13 tainment, scientific or other social value.
14 B. Sexual conduct means:
15 (1) Patently offensive representations of actual sexual inter-
-16 course, normal or perverted, anal, oral or genital.
17 (2) Patently offensive representations or descriptions of ex-
-18 cretion in the context of sexual activity, or the lewd exhibition
19 of the uncovered genitals in the context of masturbation or other
20 actual sexual activity.
21 C. Disseminate means to publish, produce, manufacture,
22 distribute, sell, lease or exhibit commercially within the state.
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23 D. Actual defendant means any party or intervenor in the
24 prior civil proceeding.
25 E. Constructive defendant means any person or persons,
26 other than a party or intervenor, who is given in written form
27 both actual prior notice of the civil proceeding and actual
28 subsequent notice of the final judgment in the civil proceeding.
29 Section 28J. A criminal prosecution for dissemination of
30 hard-core pornographic materials may be commenced only
31 against an actual or constructive defendant who disseminates
32 such materials after a final injunction is entered prohibiting the
33 dissemination of said materials.
34 Section 28K. Whenever the appropriate legal officer has
35 cause to believe that any person or persons are disseminating or
36 are about to disseminate hard-core pornographic materials, he
37 shall institute a civil proceeding in the superior court in the
38 county wherein such dissemination is taking palce or is about to
39 take place seeking a declaratory judgment that such material is in
40 fact hard-core pornography and seeking an injunction against its
41 dissemination by such person or persons.
42 Any disseminator or person about to disseminate the matter
43 challenged in the civil proceeding may intervene as a matter of
44 right in the proceeding and thereupon shall have all the rights of
45 a party and shall be bound by a determination in the proceeding.
46 The appropriate legal officer must give actual prior notice in
47 written form of a civil proceeding to be instituted by him to any
48 disseminator or person about to disseminate said materials if said
49 person or persons are to be constructive defendants.
50 Section 28L. Upon the issuance of a valid search warrant by

a judge of the superior court, the appropriate legal officer may
2 seize a single copy of the allegedly hard-core pornographic
3 material to secure and preserve evidence for the civil and criminal

54 proceedings, subject to the provisions in subparagraphs 1 and 2

(1) If only a single cop\ of such materials is available within
the jurisdiction, the defendant shall either provide a duplicate or

58 make the original available lor duplication by the commonwealth
59 during the time periods v hen the material is not on sale or
50 exhibition.

of this section.
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61 (2) If only a single copy of such materials is available with
62 the jurisdiction and circumstances make dupiic
63 impossible or impractical, the defendant shall immediat
64 the single copy available for viewing by the courtcourt and, subject tc

contempt, subsequently available for viewing at trial.63

Section 2SM. Any party or intervener shall have the right66

trial by jury to determine the hard-core pornographic characte6

of the material. At the trial, all parties shall have the right to68
submit evidence, including expert testimony69

Appeals shall be as otherwise provided by law in civil70
proceedings, but any party or intervenor shall have the right to71
an expedited appeal to the appeals court. A notice of appeal shall
be filed within two days after the preliminary or permanent73

injunction is entered and the appeal shall be heard within five74
5 days of the filing of such notice of appeal and a final decision

shall be rendered within two days after hearing such appe;76
77 Unless the appeal is held and the decision is rendered within the
78 times specified the preliminary and permanent injunction so
79 entered shall be deemed dissolved unless the defendant has
80 caused or agreed to the delay. No judgment in an action brought

shall be final for any purpose other than appeal until the decision81
82 of the appeals court is rendered or until the requisite time to
83 appeal has expired, no notice of appeal having been filed.

Section 28N. If the court or jury finds the material not to be84
85 hard-core pornography, the court shall enter said declaration in

the judgment and dismiss the suit.86
If the court or jury finds the material to be hard-core87

pornography, the court may in the judgment or subsequent order88
of enforcement enter a permanent injunction against any party89

90 or intervenor in the civil proceeding prohibiting said party or
intervenor from disseminating the materials declared to be91
hard-core pornography92

The declaration obtained may be used to establish scienter in a93
94 subsequent criminal prosecution
95 Such declaration obtained may be used for the purposes stated

herein and for no other purposes96
97 The appropriate legal officer must give actual notice of the

final judgment to any disseminator or person about to become a98
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99 disseminator to whom said officer previously gave actual prior
100 notice of the civil proceeding in order to perfect said dissemina-
-101 tors’ status as constructive defendants.
102 Section 280. The appropriate legal officer may seek a
103 preliminary injunction on notice to all the parties and inter-
-104 venors. The court may grant the application for a preliminary
105 injunction, if, in the discretion of the court, the materials
106 themselves or the manner in which they are being disseminated
107 pose an immediate danger to the community.
108 Except as provided in this section, no temporary or prelimi-
109 nary injunction, ex parte or otherwise, shall be issued in
110 proceedings brought under sections twenty-eight I to twenty-
1 1 1 eight Q.
112 Section 28P. It shall be unlawful for any actual or construc-
]l3 tive defendant to disseminate any materials after a final
114 injunction has been entered prohibiting the dissemination of such
1 i 5 materials.
116 In a criminal prosecution against an actual or constructive
117 defendant the finding of the declaration judgment that the
118 materials are hard-core pornography shall be admissible against
IT 9 said defendants as proof of scienter.
120 Upon conviction for subsequent dissemination of materials
121 previously declared to be hard-core pornography, the actual or
122 constructive defendant shall be liable for imprisonment for a
123 term not to exceed ninety days and a fine not to exceed five
] 24 thousand dollars, or both.
125 Section 28Q. The provisions of sections twenty-eight Ito
126 twenty-eight P shall be applicable and uniform throughout the
1 27 commonwealth and all political subdivisions and municipalities
128 therein, and no local authority shall enact new or enforce
129 existing ordinances, rules or regulations on subjects or procedures
130 provided for herein.


